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9
10 1. Introduction

11 The human body is composed of 3 different types of muscles:
12 skeletal, cardiac and smooth. Skeletal muscles are striated and under
13 voluntary control. Pelvic floor striated muscles (PFMs), like all
14 skeletal muscles, consist of slow and fast twitches. The combination
15 of slow (type I) and fast (type IIa or IIb) twitches defines the
16 importance of skeletal muscular fatigue because a high proportion of
17 slow twitches promotes better and higher endurance. [1] Muscular
18 fatigue can be understood under a physiological, instrumental,

19sensory-perception or psychological definition but is commonly
20defined as any exercise-induced reduction in the maximal capacity
21to generate force or power output [1] or in other words, the fall of
22force in response to contractile activity [2,3].
23There are several mechanisms explaining this skeletal fatigue:
24from central factors influencing the activation of motor neurons
25(motivational factors, integration of sensory information), to
26peripheral factors due to mechanical properties, electrolyte shifts
27or energy turnover (e.g., inhibition of actomyosin interactions)
28leading to excitation–contraction coupling failure or contractile
29failure. Fatigue can result from fatigue-induced exercise of maximal
30voluntary contraction or by tetanic electrical stimulation. The
31assessment can be by direct evaluation of the maximal voluntary
32contraction or by electromyography (EMG) activity study. For
33example, the origin of central fatigue can be differentiated as a
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A B S T R A C T

Background: Pelvic floor fatigue is known by its clinical consequences (fecal incontinence, stress urinary

incontinence, pelvic organ prolapse), but there are still few studies on the subject.

Objective: This article presents an overview of the current knowledge of pelvic and perineal fatigue,

focusing on its assessment and consequences in terms of evaluation and therapeutic strategies, to

propose an evaluation that could be routinely performed.

Methods: We performed a systematic review of the literature in MEDLINE via PubMed and Cochrane

Library databases by using the keywords pelvic floor, muscular fatigue, physiopathology, stress urinary

incontinence, pelvic organ prolapse, fecal incontinence, physical activity, and pelvic rehabilitation. We

included reports of systematic reviews and retrospective and prospective studies on adult humans and

animals in English or French published up to April 2018 with no restriction on start date.

Results: We selected 59 articles by keyword search, 18 by hand-search and 3 specific guidelines

(including the 2009 International Continence Society recommendations); finally 45 articles were

included; 14 are described in the Results section (2 reviews of 6 and 20 studies, and 12 prospective

observational or cross-over studies of 5 to 317 patients including 1 of animals). Perineal fatigue can be

assessed by direct assessment, electromyography and spectral analysis and during urodynamics.

Because pelvic floor fatigue assessments are not evaluated routinely, this fatigability is not always

identified and is often falsely considered an exclusive pelvic floor weakness, as suggested by some

rehabilitation methods that also weaken the pelvic floor instead of enhancing it.

Conclusion: Pelvic floor fatigue is not evaluated enough on a routine basis and the assessment is

heterogeneous. A better knowledge of pelvic floor fatigue by standardized routine evaluation could lead

to targeted therapeutic strategies.
�C 2018 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS.
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34 peripheral fatigue mechanism by a loss of strength in maximal
35 voluntary contraction force but not by tetanic peripheral stimulation
36 [1].
37 Indeed, even if PFMs, and the external urethral sphincter in
38 particular, contain a high proportion of slow twitches [4], fatigue
39 exists in these muscles, as revealed by clinical consequences.
40 First, PFM fatigue has been demonstrated in several studies,
41 particularly in women with stress urinary incontinence (SUI),
42 which suggests its involvement in the pathophysiology of SUI
43 [5,6]. Indeed, many women report more frequent and greater SUI
44 episodes at the end of the day or just after a pelvic rehabilitation
45 session. Ree et al., in a cross-over study, investigated whether
46 strenuous physical activity could produce pelvic floor fatigue in
47 nulliparous women. The authors assessed vaginal contraction by
48 measuring vaginal pressure after maximal voluntary contraction
49 after a 90-min resting period or 90 min of strenuous physical
50 activity. In young nulliparous women with mild SUI, strenuous
51 physical exercise promoted lower maximal voluntary vaginal-
52 contraction pressure, thereby indicating pelvic floor muscle fatigue
53 [7]. Moreover, urinary incontinence during exercise is common,
54 especially in high-impact sports. Even young nulliparous women
55 frequently report incontinence during exercise and the prevalence
56 is greater in activities that involve jumping and bouncing and thus
57 repetitive and strong efforts. Also, women are more likely to report
58 anal incontinence when participating in high intensity activity
59 than are less active women. In middle-aged women, lifetime
60 physical activity increases the risk of SUI [8].
61 Second, heavy occupational work can be associated with pelvic
62 organ prolapse (POP) [9]. Larsen and Yavorek described that
63 women who attended paratrooper training were significantly
64 more likely to have stage II prolapse at the end of the summer
65 training session than those without the training, which suggests an
66 increase in POP after strenuous activities [10]. Concerning lifetime
67 physical activity, middle-aged women showed no increased risk of
68 anatomic POP [11] or risk of SUI [8]. However, strenuous activity
69 during teenage years may confer higher risk of POP [11]. Hence,
70 increasing POP or SUI after intense physical activity suggests a
71 muscular mechanism that can be due to a lack of muscle or at
72 worse no muscle at all. From this statement, we can presume that
73 perineal fatigue may also explain these clinical symptoms. Indeed,
74 Ali-Ross et al. assessed symptoms and the Pelvic Organ Prolapse
75 Quantification (POP-Q) score right after a period of prescribed
76 activity (walking 45 min, 5 standing from sitting, 10 bending down
77 and jogging/stamping briskly on the spot for 1 min), then re-
78 examined the next day after an overnight bed rest. POP-Q stage
79 increased with physical activity (P < 0.001) [12].
80 Third, fecal incontinence can be associated with a reduced
81 fatigue index rate (a calculated measure of time necessary for the
82 external sphincter to become completely fatigued) as compared
83 with continence [13,14]. Thus, endurance of the external anal
84 sphincter could be an important factor in maintaining fecal
85 continence.
86 Fourth, incontinence after prostatectomy is multifactorial but
87 mainly due to intrinsic sphincter deficiency because of injury of the
88 rhabdosphincter during apical dissection and denervation to
89 neurovascular bundles during the surgery [15]. It generates a
90 weakness of the pelvic floor, which will then be more susceptible
91 to fatigue and is corroborated by a greater number of leaks at the
92 end of the day.
93 The prevalence of these clinical examples (all causes, perineal
94 fatigue included) is high. Indeed, SUI concerns 10% of middle-aged
95 women with daily or severe incontinence and one-third with
96 weekly leakage [16]. In French women, the prevalence of SUI
97 ranges from 17 to 41% [17]. The prevalence of POP ranges from
98 2.9 to 49.4% depending on the definition, 3 to 6% by symptoms and
99 up to 50% by vaginal examination [18,19]. For fecal incontinence,

100the median prevalence is 7.7% (range 2.0 to 20.7%) [20]. All these
101epidemiologic results suggest the condition’s ubiquity and the high
102impact on daily life, which justifies the need to improve knowledge
103of perineal fatigue and propose new routine evaluations in this
104field.
105In a previous systematic review, Deffieux et al. described only
106the different ways to assess muscular fatigue and particularly
107perineal fatigue [5]. The aim of this systematic review was to
108present an overview of the current knowledge of pelvic and
109perineal fatigue, focusing on its assessment and therapeutic
110consequences, to propose an evaluation that could be performed
111on a routine basis.

1122. Methods

113This systematic review followed the guidelines of the Preferred
114Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
115(PRISMA) statement for reporting systematic review (Appendix).

1162.1. Data collection

117Articles were searched by using multiple and specific keywords
118in MEDLINE via PubMed and the Cochrane Library database,
119checking references, and searching for publishing recommenda-
120tions and grey literature on specific websites found on Google
121Scholar.

1222.2. Search strategy

123Articles in English or French published up to April 2018 with no
124restriction on start date were searched in MEDLINE via PubMed
125and the Cochrane Library with the keywords ‘‘perineal muscular
126fatigue’’, ‘‘stress urinary incontinence AND fatigue’’, ‘‘fecal
127incontinence AND fatigue’’, ‘‘pelvic organ prolapse AND fatigue’’,
128‘‘pelvic organ prolapse AND physical activity’’, ‘‘stress urinary
129incontinence AND physical activity’’, ‘‘prostatectomy AND stress
130urinary incontinence’’, ‘‘skeletal muscular fatigue AND assessment
131AND physiopathology’’ and ‘‘physical activity AND pelvic floor
132muscle’’, ‘‘pelvic organ prolapse quantification’’, ‘‘pelvic floor
133rehabilitation’’, ‘‘reliability AND pelvic muscle strength’’. We also
134searched reference lists of reviews dealing with muscular fatigue
135and particularly perineal fatigue. We included systematic reviews
136and retrospective and prospective studies of adult humans and
137animals related to the pathophysiology, assessment and conse-
138quences of perineal fatigue, and therapeutic strategies.

1392.3. Study selection

140Articles were initially selected on the title and the abstract.
141After reading the full text, we retained only articles that best
142answered:

� 144what is muscular fatigue?
� 145What is perineal fatigue and how is it assessed?
� 146What are the clinical consequences and the current therapeutic

147strategies and consequences?

1483. Results

149We selected 59 articles on the basis of their title, 18 articles by
150searching references, and 3 specific guidelines (PRISMA guidelines,
1512009 International Continence Society [ICS] Recommendations
152and Pelvic Organ Prolapse Quantification–ICS). After reading the
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